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IndiaGDPgrowthweaker
thanexpected, says IMF
PRESSIRUSI OT II{DIA
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India's economic growth is
"much weaker" than exPected,
according to the Intemational

Monetary Fund (IMF), which
attributed it to the corporate
and environmental regulatory
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uncertainty and lingering

weaknesses in some non-bank
1

financial companies.
India's GDP growth rate
slippedto 5 per centinthe flrst
quarter of 2019-2O the lowest

piled by Bs Research Bureau
Source: Bloomberg

Washington-'based global India, Rice said the IMF will
financial institution had said. monitor the economic situa"We will have a fresh set of tion in the country.
latest official data.
SharpdecelerationinmanThe IMF in July Projected a numbers coming uP butthe
slowergrowth rateforlndiain recent economic growth in ufacturirrg outPut and sub2O19 and2O2O, a downward India is much weaker than dued farm sector activity
revision of 0.3 per centforboth expected, mainly due to cor- pulled down India's GDP
in over six years, according to

the years,. saying its gross porateandenvironmentalreg- growth to over six-year lowof 5
domestic product (GDP) will ulatory uncertainty and lin- per cent in the April-June
now grow respectively at the gering weakness in some quarter of 2O9AO, according
rate of 7 per cent and 7.2 Pet
cent, reflecdng a weaker-than
expected outlook for domestic

demand.
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Indiawill still
fastest. growing malor
of the world and

However,

the

of China, the

to offlcial data released last
nies," IMF spokesman Gerry month.
The previous low in GDP
Rice told reporters at a
confererice here on Thursday. growth was recorded at4.3 pet'
The risks to the outlook are cent in January-March quartilted to the downside, he said. ter of2}L2-13.lndia's economic growth stood at 8 per cent in
the sarpe quarter of2018-19.
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